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“Husbands,  
 

Love your Wives, and be not 
bitter against them.”  
 

- (Col 3:19) 
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! Bitterness is a perception, an outlook, a mindset… an attitude of emotion that derives from hatred, which has oftentimes 

been stored up, but nonetheless exists and is exerted toward others or because of others. Folks become bitter and full of hate for 
all types of reasons. Here are just a few examples: I used to be young, but now I hate being reminded that I am old; I used to be 
praised for my abilities, but now I hate that everyone just passes me by; I used to have all the attention of my wife, but now I 
hate that her attention is divided with our children; The rich are rich, and I hate that it is because of them that I am poor; I never 
get what I want, and I hate it that others do; I work so hard at trying to do things the right way, I hate it that my wife is 
always messing things up; I love the Lord more than anyone else, and I hate it when others try to outdo me in my love for Christ; I 
am miserable because of how hard my job is, and I hate it that others seem so happy working at their jobs. 
  

These very real examples, many of which are inaccurate claims altogether, have one major theme: selfishness. One of the 
central points of bitterness is the obsession with one’s own image and desires. This month’s issue will deal with many areas of 
bitterness, but at the core, the solution of selflessness with a focus on Christ yields to the defeat of the bitter perception of life. 
For this editorial, please consider three verses of scripture to overcome selfishness and the temptations to become bitter:  
 
“Rejoice with them that do rejoice” (Rom 12:15).  
“Let nothing be done through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind let each esteem other better than themselves” (Phil 2:3). 
“In every thing give thanks: for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you” (1 Thess 5:18).  
 

Being joyful for others in their joy, esteeming others better than ourselves, and being thankful for all that we have are the 
beginning steps that will assist us in overcoming a mindset of bitterness. The Bible plainly commands that bitterness is to be put 
away if one desires heaven as his home. “[H]enceforth walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the vanity of their mind, having the 
understanding darkened, being alienated from the life of God through the ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of  

their heart… Wherefore… Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamour, and 
evil speaking, be put away from you…” (Eph 4:17-18, 25, 31). If one does not want to 
be alienated from the life of God, then just as he must obey God’s commands regarding 
salvation, worship, church organization, moral living, etc, he must likewise obey God’s 
commands regarding acceptable and unacceptable attitudes and perceptions of life. Are 
you struggling with bitterness or know of others who do? If so, let us search the 
scriptures and defeat this harmful and poisonous mindset before it defeats us. Let us be 
transformed gentlemen for Christ while we live lives defeating bitterness! 

 
Sean!B.!O’Brien! Chase!Burnette!

From%The%Editors%



Byran Hatcher is the preacher for the Cape Fear congregation in Fayetteville, NC. His two passions are fishing for 
bass and being a fisher of men. He is married to Jennifer, a librarian and novelist, and they have two children, Kelly 
and Brynn, all of whom are very expensive. Email preacherbyran@capefearcoc.org to contact Byran.!
!

The$Boat$of$Bitterness$
!

There!is!no!adequate!substitute!for!fishing!from!your!own!boat.!The!ability!to!fish!the!bank!down!to!

deeper!water,!or!find!a!trough!where!the!fish!love!to!suspend!next!to!the!sloping!floor;!it!just!cannot!be!done!

from!the!bank.!One!can!fish!practically!every!square!inch!of!a!body!of!water!from!a!boat.!I!love!my!boat.!More!

than!that,!I!love!the!one!who!gave!me!my!boat:!my!brother.!As!a!matter!of!fact,!he!modified!the!aluminum!

boat!from!a!row!boat!to!a!bass!boat!with!some!marine!grade!plywood!and!a!lot!of!elbow!grease.!He!put!a!nice!

trolling!motor!on!the!bow!and!a!20hp!motor!on!the!back.!It!is!a!nice!boat!(even!if!it!is!a!1960!Alumacraft).!The!

main!reason!he!gave!me!his!boat!was!he!had!the!ability!to!purchase!a!brand!new!Bass!Tracker!from!Bass!Pro.!

That!is!a!nice!bass!catching!machine.!Nice!carpeted!deck,!a!cockpit!chair!and!steering!wheel,!two!live!wells,!

and!a!brand!new!matching!trailer!with!a!swingOout!tongue!!

!

So!the!question!is,!who!is!the!winner!here?!The!answer!is!we!both!are.!My!brother!recently!received!a!

nice!promotion!at!work.!He!was!able!to!save!up!for!this!new!boat,!so!he!bought!it.!He!also!knew!I!was!saving!

up!for!a!boat,!yet!not!able!to!buy!one!so!he!gave!me!his!perfectly!good!and!useful!older!boat.!We!both!got!

what!we!wanted!!I!am!proud!of!my!brother!and!his!accomplishments!in!life.!He!has!tremendous!ability!and!is!

using!those!abilities!to!make!his!world!a!better!place.!I!rejoice!with!him.!

!

But!what!if!I!looked!at!this!situation!the!way!so!many!do?!He!got!the!big!promotion!–!not!me.!He!got!

the!brand!new!boat!–!not!me.!He!got,!he!got,!he!got,!and!I!just!got!left!out!!Then!I!would!become!a!bitter!

brother.!Everything!my!brother!did!would!seem!to!fly!in!my!face.!I!would!compare!everything!in!my!life!to!

what!he!had!accomplished.!This,!friend,!is!no!way!to!live.!The!Apostle!Paul!wrote,!“Not!that!I!speak!in!respect!

of!want:!for!I!have!learned,!in!whatsoever!state!I!am,!therewith!to!be!content”!(Philippians!4:11).!That!does!

not!mean!that!I!can’t!do!better!for!myself,!but!contentment!will!keep!one!from!covetousness.!!

!

This!life!is!not!all!about!what!one!possesses!(Luke!12:15),!but!one’s!relationship!to!God.!Lazarus!was!a!

beggar!at!the!rich!man’s!gate,!but!when!this!life!was!over!he!was!in!paradise!and!rest!for!eternity!(Luke!16:22).!

Instead!of!a!focus!on!the!things!of!this!world!we!need!to!be!thankful!for!the!things!we!do!have!and!look!

forward!to!what!is!most!important!in!life!–!heavenly!treasure.!

!

One!day!I!might!be!able!to!purchase!a!brand!new!Bass!Tracker,!but!until!then!I!will!be!thankful!for!the!

boat!I!do!have!and!make!as!many!good!memories!in!it!as!I!can.!Bitterness!is!not!going!to!ruin!my!fun!on!the!

water!!

!

Now$go$fishin’!$



Brandon Starling is 34 years old and was baptized in March 2006. He is married to 
Candice Starling and has a one-year-old daughter name Faith and a newborn son named 
Isaiah. Brandon graduated from the Memphis School of Preaching in January 2013. 
 
Email starlingbrandon@yahoo.com to contact Brandon!

Don’t Let It bUILD Up  
 

I recall watching a movie in which the character was full of bitterness, rage, and hate. Such emotions 
stored within the character caused him to go on a path to revenge. This is what is taking place in a lot of 
churches today, and many people are full of bitterness from something that happened to them or was said.  
 

As Christians we must realize that bitterness is something Scripture forbids, “Let all bitterness, and 
wrath, and anger, and clamour, and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all malice:”(Eph 4:31)The 
word bitterness carries the thought of hostility or hatred stored up within the mind of a person toward 
another.  When bitterness is stored, it then gives birth to wrath, anger, evil speaking and malice. Malice and 
violent outburst are products of bitterness and have both eternal and temporal consequences. For example, 
there are many people who are in prison because bitterness took hold of them and they did something they 
regret. Paul also wrote, “And be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as God 
for Christ's sake hath forgiven you.”(Eph 4:32)  
 

Let us remember that Christ has forgiven us and that we must also be willing to forgive each other 
instead of letting bitterness build up in our souls.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 It does not take long to know that this life can be filled with hurt, disappointment and pain.  It is often the 
case that those closest to us can be the source of such hurt. Failure to forgive, exalted expectations, and 

reluctance to reason can result in a terrible emotional poison called bitterness.  Bitterness has been defined as: 
"anger and unhappiness because of unfair treatment" (Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary).  Usually, 

bitterness is not an instant emotional response.  On the contrary it often starts as anger or disappointment and 
over time it simmers and festers into resentment and bitterness.   

Many marital relationships are rendered loveless and emotionally bankrupt because of bitterness.  Wives 

become cold.  Husbands become distant.  Where there was once a bride and groom united by love, 
convenience now holds two roommates under the same roof.  Though there could be many sources, here are 

just a few things that can lead to bitterness: Saying things that hurt deeply; Dishonesty; Holding grudges. 
Both husbands and wives struggle with bitterness; however, God commands the husbands to be not bitter: 

�Husbands, love your wives, and be not bitter against them� (Colossians 3:19). Why would God be 

commanding husbands to love and be not bitter against the wife and not the other way around? One possible 
reason is because husbands are the head of the home and set the tone for the attitude of the marriage 

(Ephesians 5:23). Another possible reason is because husbands may store up anger and hatred toward the 
wife over many years of struggling in his patience and understanding toward her (1 Peter 3:7). Some 

husbands are bitter against their wives, and don�t even know it! 

Husbands may battle with bitter feelings for all sorts of reasons: she forgets to bring the serving spoon 

to the table after everyone just sat down to eat dinner; she backs the truck into the garage door before opening 
it up; she pays less attention to the husband and is rather overwhelmed with the attention required from the 

children; she has grown older and is no longer able to physically do the things she used to do; she spends all 
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the money the husband makes and doesn�t understand what he does to make it. Some of these circumstances 

may seem silly, but there are many husbands who battle with bitterness toward their wives while not even 

realizing that these are the types of events that have led to it. Bottom line: husbands are not to be bitter against 
the wife! 

Although God directly deals with husbands concerning bitterness, it is likewise an emotion that is to be 
avoided by all souls and is addressed by God in such a context. Paul, while writing to the Ephesians, gave 

directions for defeating bitterness among other things (Ephesians 4:22-32).   
1. To those that would say things that cause deep pain, he says, "Let no corrupt communication proceed 

out of your mouth, but that which is good to the use of edifying, that it may minister grace unto the 

hearers." 

2. To those that would be dishonest, he says, "Wherefore putting away lying, speak every man truth with 

his neighbor: for we are members one of another."  
3. To those that would hold grudges he says, "Be ye angry, and sin not: let not the sun go down upon 

your wrath." 
Following these instructions, Paul says, "let all bitterness...be put away from you..." (Ephesians 4:31).  

By using the words "put away" Paul seems to indicate that there must be effort exerted to achieve the desired 
results. So then one must first make the decision to act, and then respond appropriately.   

Yet the true key to this passage comes in verse 32.  "And be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, 

forgiving one another, even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven you."  No matter what has been done 

to us, it is not worse than what we did to God in committing sin and being the reason for Christ having to die on 

the cross (Isaiah 53).  Yet His love for us is so great, that He still offers forgiveness through Christ (John 3:16; 

2 Peter 3:9).  How could one who has been offered forgiveness refuse to offer it to another?  In experiencing 

the great love of our Lord, one should happily express that love to his fellow man, especially if that happens to 
be his or her spouse.    

How is bitterness defeated? First, by acknowledging the great gift of forgiveness that has been offered to 
all men through Christ. Refusing to do so only hurts oneself (Matthew 6:15).  Second, by choosing to let the 

pain, hurt, and disappointment go.   Believe it or not, a person can choose to have a healthy and loving 
relationship.  The recipe for such is set forth in a clear and concise passage of Scripture (Ephesians 4:22-32).  

No matter the issue, God has provided an answer through His divine Word.  2 Peter 1:3 "According as his 

divine power hath given unto us ALL THINGS that pertain unto life and godliness, through the 

knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and virtue" (Emphasis mine SWF).  

Native of Detroit, Michigan and 2013 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching, Steven 
currently serves the Highway church of Christ in Benton, Arkansas.  He and his wife Carlisa 
were married in 2006 and have two wonderful daughters, Savannah and Summer. 
 
 

Email stevenwford@ymail.com to contact Steven. 



 

 

Love%NEVER%Fails%
!

“Husbands,) love) your) wives”! (Ephesians! 5:25;! Colossians! 3:19).! “Love) never) fails”! (1!
Corinthians!13:8).!Newlyweds—and!everyone!else!in!the!world—need!to!begin!their!marriages!
with!love!because!love!never!fails.!
! !

We!build!our!houses!on!solid!foundations!so!they!do!not!fall,!and!think!we!have!it!all.!
How!is!our!love?!We!build!up!our!bank!accounts!so!they!do!not!fall,!and!think!we!have!it!all.!
How! is!our! love?!We!secure!our!possessions!with! insurances!and!warranties! so! they!do!not!
fall,!and!think!we!have!it!all.!How!is!our!love?!The!truth!is,!no!matter!the!solid!foundation,!no!
matter! the! number! in! your! bank! account,! and! no!matter! the! insurances! or!warranties,! our!
houses,!our!money,!and!our!possessions!will! fall! (see!2!Peter!3:10).!My!new!wife!and! I!have!
been!spending!many!hours! lately!working! to!get!our!house! in!order!after!moving!her! things!
into!my!“bachelor!pad.”!It!has!been!our!prayer!more!than!once!that!we!remember!our!home!is!
more!important!than!our!house.!
! !

Furthermore,!we!go!to!church!every!Sunday!so!we!do!not!fall,!and!think!we!have!it!all.!
How!is!our!love?!We!put!our!money!in!the!collection!plate!so!we!do!not!fall,!and!think!we!have!
it!all.!How!is!our! love?!We!pray!in!the!morning!and!at!each!meal!so!that!we!do!not!fall,!and!
think! we! have! it! all.! How! is! our! love?! Each! of! these! is! needful! and! beneficial,! just! as! the!
abilities!to!prophesy!and!speak!in!other!languages!not!studied!were!to!the!church!at!Corinth!
(see!1!Corinthians!12–14).!As!important!as!those!things!were,!Paul!wrote!to!them,!“If)I)speak)
with)the)tongues)of)men)and)of)angels,)but)have)not) love,) I)am)become)sounding)brass,)or)a)
clanging)cymbal.)And)if)I)have)the)gift)of)prophecy,)and)know)all)mysteries)and)all)knowledge;)
and) if) I) have)all) faith,) so)as) to) remove)mountains,) but) have)not) love,) I) am)nothing.)And) if) I)
bestow)all)my)goods)to)feed)the)poor,)and)if)I)give)my)body)to)be)burned,)but)have)not)love,)it)
profiteth) me) nothing”! (1! Corinthians! 13:1–3,! ASV).! Why?! Because! “Love) never) fails”! (1!
Corinthians!13:8).!Or!literally,!“Love!will!not!fall.”!A.T.!Robertson!put!it!this!way,!“Love!survives!
everything”!(Word!Pictures!in!the!New!Testament).!
! !

The! realization!of!our! love! is! known!by! the!ways!we! think!of!our!wives,! the!ways!we!
view! ourselves,! the! ways! we! treat! our! wives,! the! ways! we! respond! in! times! of! trial! and!
frustration,!the!ways!we!respond!to!sin,!and!the!ways!we!use!our!time.!Men,!let!us!love!our!
wives;!for!love!never!fails!!
!
!
!

Clifton Angel preaches for the Coldwater church of Christ. He holds a 
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering from the University of 
Georgia, a Bible diploma from the Memphis School of Preaching, and a 
Master of Ministry from Freed-Hardeman University. He is 29, was 
married in July 2014 to Lara, and an automotive enthusiast.  
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Back!to!the!basics!is!a!section!that!reminds!us!of!some!basic!principles!that!we!learn!when!we!become!Christians,!but!are!still!valuable,!
growing!concepts!that!we!can!all!benefit!from!revisiting.!

You$probably$have$heard$the$concept$of$“counting$your$blessings”$before.$$In$the$movie/play$White!Christmas!
the$song$is$used$to$help$someone$relax$and$fall$asleep.$ $ In$our$ lives,$ it$can$be$a$helpful$action$to$help$us$overcome$

things$that$have$got$us$down$or$bitter.$$If$we$focus$on$the$ways$that$God$has$taken$care$of$us,$instead$of$the$things$

that$the$world$tells$us$we$need,$then$we$will$quickly$find$ourselves$more$content$than$we$were$previously.$$This$is$a$

scriptural$principle.$$See$Philippians$4:8H9$below.$

“Finally,!brethren,!whatever!things!are!true,!whatever!things!are!noble,!whatever!things!are!just,!whatever!things!are!
pure,!whatever! things!are! lovely,!whatever! things!are!of!good! report,! if! there! is!any!virtue!and! if! there! is!anything!
praiseworthy!–!meditate!on!these!things.!!The!things!which!you!learned!and!received!and!heard!and!saw!in!me,!these!
do,!and!the!God!of!peace!will!be!with!you.”!

There$are$three$main$parts$to$focus$on$with$these$verses.$$First,$we$need$to$focus$on$Godly$things.$$Those$are$

the$things$that$are$true,$noble,$just,$pure,$lovely,$and$of$good$report.$$This$is$our$own$“think$list”$that$Paul$gives$to$us,$

which$ leads$ us$ to$ the$ next$main$ point.$ $We$need$ to$meditate$ on$ these$ things.$ $What$we$ think$ about$ is$ a$ choice.$$

Although$we$can$be$tempted$to$think$on$things$that$are$worldly,$or$impure,$it$is$our$own$choice.$$We$can$choose$to$

think,$ or$meditate,$ on$ the$ “think$ list”$ that$ Paul$ has$ provided$ to$ us.$ $ Doing$ that,$ will$ bring$ us$

contentment$and$brings$us$to$our$last$point$H$that$when$we$do$this,$we$receive$peace$of$mind.$$$

Next$ time$you’ve$ got$ the$blues,$ try$writing$down$a$ list$ of$ all$ the$ things$ you$have$ to$be$

thankful$ for$and$all$ the$things$ that$you$are$able$ to$do,$and$then$bring$your$anxieties$ to$God$ in$

prayer$(Phil$4:6).$$$
Tony Mohr is a graduate of Virginia Tech and has a degree in Psychology. He works in 

customer service in Louisville, KY and is happily married to his wife Haley. He is a member 
of the Cedar Springs church of Christ and enjoys working with the youth of the congregation.  

Email Mohrsince2012@yahoo.com to contact Tony. 
!

Back$to$the$Basics$$

Contentment$$

Trumps$$

Bitterness$



There%are%so%many%lessons%to%be%gleaned%from%the%wonderful%world%
of%sports.%Whether%that%lesson%be%the%rewards%of%hard%work%and%
preparation,%to%the%ability%to%persevere%through%adversity,%to%the%
maturity%to%handle%a%loss,%these%games%that%we%watch%or%play%are%
constantly%teaching%us.%My%goal%in%this%column%will%be%to%share%not%
only%my%love%for%sports,%but%the%lessons%that%sports%have%taught%and%

continue%to%teach%me%to%this%day.%

!

Keep Your Eye On The Ball! 

Maybe& it&was&because& I&played& for& so&many&years&and&heard&
the&advice&so&often.&Maybe&it’s&because&it&usually&was&coming&
from& my& dad& standing& and& shouting& in& the& bleachers& for&
everyone& to& hear.& Maybe& it’s& because& that& line& was& usually&
preceded&by&a&huge&swing&and&a&miss&on&my&part.&Whatever&
the&reason,&it&really&grinded&my&gears&when&I&heard&someone&
yell,&“Keep&your&eye&on&the&ball!”&Of&course&I&needed&to&keep&
my&eye&on&the&ball!&Can&anyone&honestly&expect&to&hit&the&ball&
when&they&aren’t&looking&at&it?&&

I&soon&learned&a&completely&different&meaning&for&the&phrase.&
When& I&was& young,& the& advice& usually&meant& not& to& end&my&
swing& looking& back& over& my& shoulder.& This& resulted& from&
swinging&way&too&hard.&As&I&moved&on&into&high&school,&I&knew&
better& than& to& swing& so& hard& that& it& caused& me& to& turn& my&
head&away&from&the&ball.&I&couldn’t&reasonably&expect&to&make&
solid&contact&when&I&was&only&seeing&the&ball&for&the&first&half&
of& its&trip&to&the&plate.&Especially&since&at&the&higher& levels&of&
baseball,&pitchers&were&able&to&manipulate&the&ball&and&cause&
late& movement.& As& I& moved& into& college& and& professional,& I&
learned&to&understand&the&phrase&in&a&different&way.&I&started&
studying&the&mechanics&of&the&big&leaguers,&where&I&noticed&a&
recurring& trend& that& got& my& attention.& The& best& hitters& in&
Major& League& Baseball& were& able& to& keep& their& heads&
absolutely&still& throughout&their&swing.& I&would&put&my&finger&
where& their&head&started&on& the&video,&and&while&everything&

else& moved& explosively,& that& head& would& stay& perfectly& still&
behind&my&finger.&It&really&was&remarkable.&I&understood&now&
what& keeping&my&eye&on& the&ball& really&meant.& It’s&not&what&
the& parents& are& yelling& from& the& bleachers& in& little& league.&
Rather,&keeping&my&eye&on&the&ball&meant&keeping&those&eyes&
so& still& that& I& could& see& the& ball& as& long& and& as& clearly& as&
possible.& Keeping& my& eye& on& the& ball& meant& being& able& to&
detect&the&late&movement&on&a&2Nseam&fastball&breaking&away&
from&me&at&92&mph.&Keeping&my&eye&on&the&ball&meant&being&
able& to& see& that&back& foot& slider&heading& towards& the&dirt& at&
82&mph.&Keeping&my&eye&on&the&ball&meant&taking&that&piece&
of&wood& in&my&hand,&and&squaring& it&up&perfectly& to&knock& it&
out&of&the&park!&

As&Christians,&we&are&also&called&to&keep&our&eye&on&the&ball.&
To& see& what& it& means& to& keep& our& eye& on& the& ball& in& our&
spiritual& lives,& let’s& briefly& look& at& a& three& examples& of& those&
who&took&their&eye&off&the&ball&in&the&Bible.&&

Samson!

Samson& seemed& to& have& a& good& situation& going& for& him.& He&
had&been&chosen&by&God&to&be&a&judge&for&the&people&of&Israel.&
He& had& superhuman& strength& that& allowed& him& to& perform&
feats&such&as&killing&1,000&men&with&the&jawbone&of&a&donkey&
(Judges& 15:15),& or& tearing& apart& a& lion& with& his& bare& hands&
(Judges&14:5N6)!&The&Spirit&of&the&Lord&was&with&Samson.&One&
would& think& that& if& you&were& in& that& situation,& the& last& thing&
you&would&do&would&be& to&disobey&God.&This& is&exactly&what&
Samson&did&in&Judges&16.&Not&only&does&he&go&to&see&a&harlot&
(Judges&16:1),&but&he&falls&in&love&with&a&Philistine&woman.&This&
ultimately&leads&to&his&downfall.&In&Judges&16:16,&Samson&lets&
his&soft&spot&for&the&Philistine&woman&affect&his&judgment.&He&
tells&her&where&his&strength&lies,&thus&leading&to&his&capture&at&
the&hands&of&the&Philistines.&Samson&took&his&eye&off&the&ball.&&

Solomon!

Solomon&was&the&son&of&David,&the&great&king&of&Israel,&a&man&
after& God’s& own& heart.& Solomon,& was& destined& to& build& the&
temple&for&the&Lord,&and&was&no&doubt&a&very&wealthy&young&
king.&1&Kings&3:3& tells&us& that&Solomon& loved&the&Lord.&When&
the&Lord&comes&to&Solomon&and&asks&what&he&should&give& to&
Solomon,&Solomon&responds&perfectly,&“You%have%shown%great%
mercy% to% Your% servant% David% my% father,% because% he% walked%
before% You% in% truth,% in% righteousness,% and% in% uprightness% of%
heart% with% You;% You% have% continued% this% great% kindness% for%
him,%and%You%have%given%him%a%son%to%sit%on%his%throne,%as%it%is%



Chase&Burnette&played&college&baseball&at&Georgia&Tech&
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the&Chestnut&Drive&Church&of&Christ.&Email&
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this% day.%Now,%O% Lord%my%God,% You%have%made%Your% servant%
king%instead%of%my%father%David,%but%I%am%a%little%child;%I%do%not%
know%how% to% go% out% or% come% in.% % And% Your% servant% is% in% the%
midst%of%Your%people%whom%You%have%chosen,%a%great%people,%
too%numerous% to%be%numbered%or%counted.%Therefore'give' to'
Your' servant' an'understanding'heart' to' judge'Your' people,%
that% I%may%discern%between%good%and%evil.%For%who% is%able%to%
judge%this%great%people%of%Yours?”%Oh,&that&we&would&have&a&
heart& as& pure& as& Solomon& did& at& that& time.&Who& among& us,&
when&God&says&“Ask!%What%shall%I%give%you?”&would&think&first&
of&an&understanding&heart&to&discern&good&and&evil?&Solomon,&
at& this& point& in& time,& truly& had& his& eye& on& the& ball.&
Unfortunately&as&Romans&3:23&tells&us,&we&have&all&fallen&short&
of&the&glory&of&God,&Solomon& included.& In&1&Kings&11,&we&see&
where& Solomon& loses& his& focus.& Verses& 3& and& 4& tell& us& that&
Solomon& “had% seven% hundred% wives,% princesses,% and% three%
hundred%concubines;%and'his'wives'turned'away'his'heart.%For%
it% was% so,% when% Solomon% was% old,% that% his% wives% turned% his%
heart% after% other% gods;% and' his' heart' was' not' loyal' to' the'
Lord'his'God,%as%was%the%heart%of%his%father%David.”&Sadly,&we&
can&clearly&see&that&Solomon&let&the&lusts&of&the&flesh&take&his&
eye&off&the&ball.&&

Peter&

Now&let’s&look&at&an&example&of&someone&who&took&his&eye&off&
the& ball& because& of& fear& and& uncertainty.& It& isn’t& always& the&
lust&of&the&flesh&that&leads&us&away&from&God.&Sometimes,&our&
own&unbelief& leads&us&away.&Peter& is&well&known&for&perhaps&
being&the&boldest&of&Jesus’&Apostles.&Peter&never&hesitates&to&
speak&up&when&he&doesn’t&understand,&or&to&volunteer&himself&
when&a&situation&requires&it.&There&are&many&admirable&traits&
that&Peter&possessed.&However,&Peter&also&took&his&eye&off&the&
ball.& In& Matthew& 14,& Jesus& walks& on& the& water& to& meet& the&
disciples&who&were&in&the&boat&out&on&the&sea.&When&they&saw&
him,& first& they& were& afraid,& but& once& Jesus& speaks& to& them,&
Peter& immediately& volunteers& himself& for& yet& another&
interesting&situation.&Peter&says,&“Lord,& if& it& is&You,&command&
me&to&come&to&You&on&the&water.”& Jesus&commanded&him&to&
walk& on& the& water,& and& Peter& did.& Let’s& think& about& this&
situation&from&Peter’s&point&of&view.&Here&you&are,&walking&on&
water& towards& Jesus.& It’s& hard& to& imagine& a& time&when& your&
faith&could&be&stronger.&However,&instead&of&focusing&on&Jesus&
and& the&miracle& that&was& taking&place,&Peter&decided& to& look&
around&at&the&weather&conditions.&He&let&fear&and&doubt&cloud&
his&mind,&at&which&point&he&began&to&sink.&Jesus&says,&“O%you%
of% little% faith,%why' did' you' doubt?”& I& imagine& the& sentiment&

behind&Jesus’&question&was&this:&You&were&doing&so&well!&Why&
did&you&take&your&eye&off&the&ball?&&

Paul& says& in& 1& Corinthians& 15:58,& “Therefore,% my% beloved%
brethren,%be' steadfast,% immovable,% always%abounding% in% the%
work%of%the%Lord,%knowing%that%your%labor%is%not%in%vain%in%the%
Lord.& As& Christians&we& are& called& to& always& keep& our& eye& on&
the&ball.&Satan&roams&about&like&a&lion&seeking&whom&he&may&
devour&(1&Peter&5:8).&We&can&be&sure&that&he&is&just&waiting&for&
us&to&take&our&eye&off&the&ball&so&that&he&can&attack&and&drag&
us&down&with&him.&Paul&speaks&to&keeping&our&eye&on&the&prize&
in&Philippians&3:&

12>14' >' “Not% that% I% have% already% attained,% or% am% already%
perfected;%but%I%press%on,%that%I%may%lay%hold%of%that%for%which%
Christ%Jesus%has%also%laid%hold%of%me.%Brethren,%I%do%not%count%
myself% to% have% apprehended;%but' one' thing' I' do,% forgetting'
those'things'which'are'behind'and'reaching'forward'to'those'
things'which'are'ahead,'I'press'toward'the'goal'for'the'prize'
of'the'upward'call'of'God'in'Christ'Jesus.”%%%

18>21>'“%For%many%walk,%of%whom% I%have% told%you%often,%and%
now%tell% you%even%weeping,% that% they%are% the%enemies%of% the%
cross% of% Christ:%whose% end% is% destruction,%whose% god% is% their%
belly,%and%whose%glory% is% in% their% shame—who%set% their%mind%
on%earthly%things.%For'our'citizenship'is'in'heaven,'from'which'
we' also' eagerly' wait' for' the' Savior,' the' Lord' Jesus' Christ,%
who%will% transform%our% lowly%body% that% it%may%be%conformed%
to%His%glorious%body,%according%to%the%working%by%which%He%is%
able%even%to%subdue%all%things%to%Himself.”'

Let’s& keep& our& eye& on& the&
ball,& so& that& when& Satan&
throws& us& a& curve,& we& can&
knock&it&out&of&the&park!&

&

&

&



Don’t Get Bitter Just Get Better 
Let Constructive Criticism Push Us to a Better Life 

Life is full of commentary; our commentary on the world around us as well as listening to the commentary 

of others. Comments are offered in personal conversation, social media, and many other ways. Sometimes, 

these comments are full of criticism. Criticism has the potential of being a constructive tool which yields a 

positive result or a destructive tool which leads to a negative outcome.  The difference between a positive or 

negative effect usually depends on a few key variables. First, how is the criticism delivered? When someone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



My#name#is#Ian#Quinn#and#I’m#from#Buford,#GA.#I#graduated#from#Harding#University#with#a#degree#in#Athletic#
Training#in#May#of#2012;#after#which#I#became#certified#as#both#as#an#Athletic#Trainer#(ATC)#and#a#Strength#
and#Conditioning#Specialist#(CSCS).#In#July#of#2013#I#moved#to#Spartanburg,#SC#where#I#began#medical#school#
at#Edward#Via#Virginia#College#of#Osteopathic#Medicine.#I’m#not#quite#sure#what#my#future#holds,#but#I#know#
who#holds#that#plan.#I#pray#that#these#words#of#about#health#and#fitness#can#be#an#encouragement#to#you#as#
you#seek#a#life#of#sound#mind,#body#and#spirit.#Email#ianq@bellsouth.net#to#contact#Ian.#

shares a genuine truth in a loving way, the result is almost always constructive. In contrast, if someone shares 

something with you in a cold or uncaring way, it can be very destructive, whether the comments shared were 

truthful or not. When we give criticism, we must share the truth in love so as to elicit a response for their own 

good (Eph 4:15, 29). Second, how will the criticism be received? When each of us receives criticism, there are 

two ways we can respond. We either become bitter, or let it make us better. We can resent the person that 

criticized us, or evaluate the message and look inwardly seeking a better way forward.  When we receive 

criticism, we must be willing to accept there might be a better way (Proverbs 15:31). 

As discussed above, criticism can come in a variety of ways and over just about any topic. Topics can 

definitely include health and fitness, as well as our spiritual lives. When someone offers an honest opinion in a 

loving way, we should not be quick to dismiss it. We should dwell on and consider it fully before deciding how 

to move forward.  

Not too long ago, I was exercising at the gym. While I was lifting, one of the trainers at the gym walked 

behind me to get a dumbbell for the client he was working with. As he passed, he said, �Great form! Keep that 

back flat.� I told him, �Thank you,� and went back to my exercise. How should I respond to this? I could have 

been very upset and shrugged it off thinking about my athletic training degree and my own personal training 

experience. On the other hand, I could simply accept the compliment and then focus on keeping my back flat to 

produce the desired outcome of the exercise.  

As I have reflected on this topic, there seems to be a direct link between our ability to accept criticism and 

our humility. Am I too proud to listen to an outside perspective and allow it to help me? Am I humble enough to 

realize my way isn�t always the best? Could there be a better way to do what I have set out to do?  

Part of what makes the church so amazing is the ability to address each other in Christian love when we 

see there may be a better way. Let us view these criticisms humbly seeking to improve ourselves and those 

around us by the way we use and respond to criticism. 

 

Monthly Health Tip: It is important to have time of self reflection/meditation and prayer to God. This is 

vitally important for our spiritual being as well as our physical bodies. Quiet time allows us to think through 

what is going on in our busy lives and maintain proper perspective. A long time is not required, but just enough 

to calm down so we can approach life and it�s challenges maturely and righteously. Often, taking the time to 

meditate allows us to make better use of our time by providing  a clear mind and simple objectives. 

!
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Have%you%ever% thought%about%how%much%you%use%electricity?% In% fact,% if% it%were%not% for%
power,%you%could%not%be%reading%this%article%right%now!%Electricity%is%something%that%can%be%very%
beneficial,%yet%if%not%handled%properly%can%be%deadly.%Electricity%is%referred%to%as%many%things:%
energy,%power,%spark,%juice,%light,%heat,%and%there%may%be%other%terms%people%use%in%reference%
to%electricity.%We%use%it% in%about%every%one%of%our%daily%activities,%whether%it% is%the%battery%in%
our%phones%or%cars,%or%just%the%power%that%we%have%running%into%our%homes%powering%so%many%
different% things.% Power% is%what%makes% the% lights% come% on,% and%we% use% it% to%wake% us% in% the%
morning.%I%would%challenge%you%to%try%making%it%an%hour%without%power,%can%you%do%it?%Energy%
is%very%important,%it’s%what%moves%us.%Electricity%is%something%that%needs%to%be%respected%and%
handled%correctly.%Consider%a%few%things%for%a%minute.%

%
When%we% think% about% electricity%we% need% to% think% about% energy% or% power% to% get% the%

work% done.% The% focus% of% Christianity% is% work% (John% 9:4;% Hebrews% 6:10;% 1% Thessalonians% 1:3;%
Titus%3:1;% 2% Timothy%4:5)!% Energy% is% a% very% important% thing% in% today’s%world,%but% it% is% just% as%
important% for%a%Christian,% for%a% congregation,%and% for% the% success%of%evangelism,%edification,%
and% benevolence.%We% as% Christians% need% “not% be% weary% in% well% doing”% (Galatians% 6:9).% Too%
many%times%we%as% individuals% lack%the%energy%and%enthusiasm%needed%to%be%who%we%should.%
We% just%barley%keep%on%keeping%on.%Though%Christians%need%to%be%steadfast%and% immovable,%
we%cannot%be%stuck%in%the%slow%lane.%Our%congregations%are%made%up%of%individuals;%we%cannot%
be%the%folks% in%our%congregation%who% lack%zeal%or%gusto!%We%must%be%movers%and%shakers%of%
this%world,%teaching%and%encouraging%those%with%whom%we%come%in%contact.%Think%about%this%
for% a%moment,% it% takes% energy% to% turn% a% light% on;% likewise%we% are% to% be% lights% of% the%world%
(Matthew%5:13X16).%What%kind%of%Christian%light%is%yours%based%on%your%energy%level?%To%many%
Christians%are%not%excited%about%Christ,%His%church,%His%plan%or%their%salvation!%As%a%result,%they%
live%in%that%world%as%a%dimly%lit%bulb,%letting%their%light%shine%because%they%know%it%is%required,%
but%not%doing%it%to%their%full%ability.%

%
I%grew%up%on%a%farm%and%we%had%electric%fences.%I%know%all%too%well%what%a%good%hard%jolt%

of%electricity%feels%like!%Getting%hit%with%10,000%volts%of%electricity%shooting%up%your%arm,%down%
your%spin%all%the%way%to%your%legs%will%cause%you%to%move%like%never%before.%When%it%comes%to%
electricity%I%can%jump%higher,%run%faster,%and%scream%louder.%Sometimes%Christians%need%to%have%
a% little% jolt,% to% put% a% little% giddyXup% in% our% step.% If% you’re% not% excited% for%
Christ,%why%not?%Your%service%to%Christ%reflects%your%energy%level%for%Christ.%
It’s%time%that%we%go%full%power%for%Christ.%

%
%
%
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In! June,! Apple! announced! its! new! iOS! for! iPhone! and! iPad,! and! has! been! seeding! betas! throughout! the!
summer.!Fanfare!followed!and!with!every!update,!you!find!blog!after!blog!about!how!this!is!the!one!that!will!
change! the!world.! This! is! the! one! that!will! give! us!world! peace.! This! is! the! one! that!will! solve! the! hunger!
problem!and!the!obesity!problem!at!the!same!time.!!
!
Now!before!you!think!that!I!am!anti!iOS,!let!me!say!that!I!am!very!excited!for!iOS!8,!but!come!on,!let’s!keep!
this!thing!in!perspective.!It’s!2014!and!we!are!getting!iOS!8.!It’s!a!new!update!for!our!mobile!devices.!That’s!it.!
It’s!not!the!cure!for!cancer,!people.!
!
Having!said!that,!iOS!8!does!look!very!cool.!The!biggest!feature!seems!to!be!Continuity,!which!looks!to!finally!
bring!seamlessness!to!working!on!your!iPhone,! iPad,!and!Mac.!When!logged!in!with!the!same!Apple!ID,!and!
assuming!all!of!your!devices!are!in!the!same!room,!you!can!Handoff!activity!from!one!device!to!another.!You!
get!a!call!while!typing!a!document!on!your!Mac,!and!you!can!answer!it!on!your!Mac.!Answer!an!email!on!your!
iPad!and!continue!typing!it!on!your!Mac.!This!assumes!that!you!are!connected!to!WiPFi.!Along!with!this!is!an!
updated,!cross!platform!version!of!Airdrop!which!allows!you!to!push!documents!between!all!of!your!devices!as!
well.!Instant!Hotspot!allows!sharing!of!your!cell!data!autoPmagically!between!devices!too.!
!
Family!sharing!is!also!a!big!new!feature.!Instead!of!spending!money!multiple!times!on!apps!for!every!member!
of!the!family,!you!can!register!the!Apple!ID’s!as!a!group,!and!one!for!all!and!all! for!one,!all!members!of!the!
group!have!access!to!the!app.!This!allows!parents!to!also!watch!over!and!approve!any!inPapp!purchases!your!
children!may!try!and!make.!
!
Messages!will!get!a!makeover!as!well.!Now!you!can!send!audio!as!a!text!message.!Photos!and!videos!should!
be!easier!to!send!too!thanks!to!new!controls!and!larger!thumbnails.!You!can!even!mark!conversations!as!Do!
Not!Disturb!to!silence!any!annoying!friend!wanting!to!borrow!something.!!
!
iCloud!Drive!is!a!new!dropboxPlike!feature!that!expands!the!usage!of! iCloud!and!lets!users!share!documents!
between!devices!and!gives!a!certain!security!for!those!who!don’t!like!to!backup!or!just!never!think!about!it.!It!
is!no!longer!limited!to!file!type!or!app!type.!Instead!this!will!act!as!a!file!repository!between!apps!and!devices.!
!
iHealth! is!a!new!thing!to!support!health!devices!allowing!users!to!see!that!they!are!playing!too!many!video!
games!and!not!eating!healthy!or!exercising!enough.!This!is!the!only!negative!feature!I!have!found!so!far.!I!have!
a!wife!that!tells!me!this!already.!Hey,!in!the!dictionary!under!redundant,!it!actually!says!see!redundant.!
!
There!is!more!to!iOS!8!and!I!will!have!a!great!time!seeing!how!it!works!when!it!is!released.!It!has!many!cool!
new!features!and!hopefully!will!make!life!easier.!But!let’s!face!it,!this!is!not!the!end.!Next!year!there!will!be!iOS!
9.!And!when!it!gets!real!boring,!Apple!will!blow!everyone’s!mind!by!changing!the!numbering!convention!and!
call!it!something!like!iOS!Air!or!iOS!Doughnut.!It’s!a!cool!thing!to!be!sure,!but!let’s!keep!it!in!perspective.!
!
!
!
!



HOW$TO$OVERCOME$HATRED!

Recently(I(read(a(story(of(a(man(which(goes(as(following:(A(pastor(was(called(to(the(bedside!of#a#dying#man.#
He#was#a#man#whom#nobody#liked.#He#was#hard,#bitter,#and#sullen.#He#lived#in#a#tumble"down%shack%on%the%edge%of%
town.&When&he#went#into#town,#he#made#it#clear#that#he#didn't#want#to#speak#to#anyone,#and#he#didn't#want#anyone#
to#speak#to#him.#Even#the#children#ran#from#him.#People#wondered!what%had%made%
him$so$bitter$and$mean.$Some$thought$he$had$a$guilty$secret.$Others$were$sure#that#
he#had#committed#some#terrible#crime#and#that#he#was#a# fugitive# from# justice.#But#
they%were%all%wrong.%The%simple%truth%was,%when%he%was%a%young%man,%a%friend%had%
done%him%a%grievous%wrong.%He%was%so%angry%about%it%that%he%said,!"I'll%remember%it%
until%my%dying%day",%and%he%did.%He%said%to%the%pastor%who%sat%at%his%bedside,!"I've&
gone%over%it%every%morning.%I've%thought%about%it%every%night.%I've%cursed%that%man%a%
hundred' times' a' day."' Gasping' for' breath,' he' continued,!"I# see# now# that# my#
bitterness(has$eaten$out$my$soul.$My$hate$has$hurt$nobody$but$myself.”$!

In#reading#this#story#it#becomes#ever#so#clear#what#bitterness# is,#and#how#to#
overcome'it.'The'bitterness'of'the'old'man'stems'back'to'his'younger'years'when'he'
was$mistreated.$A$friend$had$done$him$wrong$and$instead$of$approaching$the$friend$
with% the% matter,% he% harbored% resentment% and% a% refusal% to% forgive% in% his% heart,%
becoming)bitter) towards)his) friend.) In)defining)bitterness,) you)will) find) it) to)be)an)
incensed'and'angry' attitude'of'mind' towards! the$ individual(s)$who$has$mistreated$
him/her.( As( Christians( and( brothers( in( particular,( we( have( to( guard( against( such( a(mindset.( It( is( destructive( and(
divisive.' It' goes' against' the' very' nature' of'God' (John' 17:21).' So' how'do'we' accomplish' such' a' task?'How'do#we#
guard&against&and&defeat&bitterness?!

!

HOW$DO$WE$DEFEAT$BITTERNESS?!

Defining' bitterness' as' anger' and'disappointment' because' of'mistreatment' it' becomes' ever' so' clear' to'me'
then%that%bitterness%is%a%choice.%You%have%to%choose%to%become%bitter%because%you"have"to"choose"to"become"angry"
which% is% its% root.% That% being% the% case,% if% we% are% going% to% defeat% bitterness,% then% we% will% have% to% choose& not& to&
become&angry,&and&if&we&become&angry,&then&we&have&to&choose&not&to&sin!in#being#angry.#This#is#what#Paul#points#
out$to$the$brethren$at$Ephesus.$“Be$ye$angry,$and$sin$not:$ let$not$ the$sun$go$down$upon$your$wrath:$neither$give$
place& to& the& devil& (Eph.4:26"27).”& Paul& understood& that& one& could& become& righteously& angered& at&what& someone&
else$had$done.$However,$Paul$said#choose#not#to#let#that#anger#become#sin#(Vs.27).#It’s#when#we#allow#that#anger#to#
linger,(instead(of(addressing(the(issue(in(a(timely(fashion(that(it(becomes(sin.((So(to(defeat(bitterness,(we(must(not(
allow%anger%to%linger.%!
!

Secondly,* if*we*are*going* to"defeat"bitterness" then"we"must"approach' the' one'who'has'wronged'us."God,"
being&our&perfect&example,&went&to&those&with&whom&He&had&issues.&You&don’t&have&to&leave&the&first&few&chapters&
of#the#bible#before#you#see#that#to#be#the#case.#In#the#Garden#of#Eden#(Gen#3),#when#Adam#and#Eve#sinned,#the#Bible#
records' that' they' heard' the' voice' of' God' walking' in' the' cool' of' the' day' towards' them' (Vs.8),' but' why?' It' was'
because'they'had'violated'His'command'not'to'eat'of'the'tree'of'the'knowledge'of'good'and'evil'and'now$He$had$
come%to%deal%with% them.%The%same%thing%happened% in%Gen.%4%with%Cain,%and%Gen.%6%with%Noah.% % Like%God,%we%too%
must%go%to% those%who%have%wronged%us% (Matt.%18:15"17).%Sometimes% it% is% the%case%that%a%brother%might%not%know%
that$he$has$wronged$us$and!has$never$had$the$chance$to$make$it$right$because$we$would$rather$him$somehow$read$
our$mind$to$know$that$he$did$something$wrong$towards$us$and$that$we$are$angry$about$ it.$Friends,$ that$ isn’t$ the$
scriptural*way* of* doing* things.* The* Bible* says* go* to* him* and! tell$ him$what$ he$ did$wrong.$ This$ eliminates$ a$ lot$ of$
confusion(and(issues(that(might(result(from(doing(things(the(other(way.(In(doing(things(the(other(way,(the(brother(
never%comes%to%you%because%he%doesn’t%know%there%is%an%issue%and%you%in%return%choose%to"harbor"ill"feelings"toward"
him$ because$ he$ never$ came$ to$ you.$ Going$ back$ to$ the$ story$ above$ if$ the$ old$man$ had$ put$ this$ to$ practice$ then$
maybe&the&ending&would&read&differently.&Go!!



!
Thirdly,) if) we) are) going) to) defeat) bitterness) then) we) are) going) to) have) to# serve." To" the! Philippians,* Paul*

points'out'this'message.'There'was'fighting'going'on'(Php.'4)'there'with'two!sisters&and& in&chapter&two&Paul&gives&
the$remedy.$!
!
“Let$ nothing$ be$ done$ through$ strife$ or$ vainglory;$ but$ in$ lowliness$ of$ mind$ let$ each$ esteem$ others& better& than&
themselves.)Look)not)every)man)on)his)own)things,)but)every)man)also)on)the)things)of)others.)Let)this)mind)be) in)
you,%which%was%also%in%Christ%Jesus:%who,%being%in%the%form%of%God,%thought%it%not%robbery%to%be%equal%with%God:%but%
made%himself&of&no&reputation,&and&took&upon&him&the&form&of&a&servant,&and&was&made&in&the&likeness&of&men:&and&
being&found&in&fashion&as&a&man,&he&humbled&himself,&and&became&obedient&unto&death,&even&the&death&of&the&cross!
(Php%2:3"8).”!
!
! Paul%said%serve.%We%would%do%well% to% learn%this%point.% Jesus%came%to% teach%us%how%to%serve,%not%how%to%be%
served&(John&13:1"17).#If#we#all#serve#one#another,#then#no#one#gets#mistreated#and#no#one#has#a#cause#to#become#
bitter.'!
!
! Fourthly,* forgive.*Right* after*Paul* tells* the*Ephesians( to(put( away(bitterness( (Eph.4:31),( he( then( tells( them(
how$(Vs.32).$If$we$are$going$to$put$away$bitterness$then$we$are$going$to$have$to$forgive."This"can"be"the"hardest"of"
all#to#do#sometimes.#I#say#that#because#even#when#a#person#gives#an#apology,!which%may%be%sincere,%we%judge%to%see%
if# it’s#sincere#or#not.# If#we#do#not#think# it’s#sincere,#then#we#don’t# forgive# in#our#hearts,#and#over#a#period#of#time#
our$hearts$become$calloused.$!
!!

Pride&also&can&keep&us&from&forgiving.&We&may&feel&that&we&have&the#right#to#be#angry#and#not#let#go#of#the#
feelings,)and)as)a)result)we)are)unforgiving.)As)Christians,)this)should)never)be)said)of)us.)Rather,)we)need)to)forgive)
because'God'first'forgave'us'of'our'sins'(Mk.'11:26).'The'man'in'the'story'serves'as'a'perfect#example#of#what#not#to#
do.$He$said$“I’ll$remember$it$until$my$dying$day.”$Let$us$forgive.!
!

Fifthly,)we)need)to)pray."In"Matthew"5,"Jesus"in"His"sermon"on"the"mount,"is"dealing"with"the"attitude"of"the"
Jews% (Ex.%21:24;%Dt.%19:21;% Lev%24:20).%The% Jews%were"an"“eye" for"an"eye”" type"of"people." If" you"kicked" their"dog,"
they%would%kick%yours.% If%you%talked%about%their%momma,%they%would% in%return%talk%about%yours.% Jesus%says%to%that%
thinking,(no!(When(someone(wrongs(you(then(you(do(good(to( them!(You(pray( for( them#(Mt.5:38"45)!%There% is%no%
greater&way&to&eliminate&hate&and&anger&than&to&pray!&If&you&recall&Jesus&on&the&cross&He&personified&this&when&He&
uttered&the&words&“Father'forgive'them!(Lk.%23:34).”!
!
! Lastly,(give% the%problem% to%God% (1#Pet.#2:21"23).%We%become#bitter#because#of#unfair# treatment.# If#anyone#
had$reason$to$be$bitter$due$to$unfair$treatment,$it$was$Jesus!$Yet$He$gave$His$problems$to$the$Father$(Vs.23).$It$is$He$
who$ cares$ for$ you$ (1$ Pet.$ 5:7).$ It$ is$ He$who$will$ repay$ the$ evil$ doer.$ “Dearly' beloved,!avenge& not& yourselves,& but&
rather&give&place&unto&wrath:&for&it&is&written,&vengeance&is&mine;&I&will&repay,&saith&the&Lord!(Rom.&12:19).”!
!

In#closing,#I#think#it#beneficial#to#point#out#to#the#reader#that#bitterness#is#not#characteristic#of#a#Christian.#In#
the$ letter$ to$ the$ Colossians,$ Paul$ tells$ them$ to$ put$ to$ death$ certain$ practices.$ Among$ those$ listed$ is$ the$ anger$
towards( others( which( leads( to( bitterness( (Col.3:5"8).$ In$ Galatians,$ using$ the$ same$ word$ he$ calls$ it$ hatred.$ As$
Christians)dead) to) the)world,!we#must#operate#under# the# fruit#of# the#spirit#which# involves# love#and#not#be#as# the#
man$in$the$intro!!
!
“Let%all%bitterness,%and%wrath,%and%anger,%and%clamour,%and%evil%speaking,%be%put%away%from!you,%
with% all%malice:% And% be% ye% kind% one% to% another,% tenderhearted,( forgiving( one( another,( even!as#
God$for$Christ's$sake$hath$forgiven$you$(Eph.4:31"32).”$!
!
!
! Greetings! My name is Howard Odom. I am 25 years of age and a 2010 graduate of the 

Memphis School of Preaching. Currently I preach and minister at the Hampton 
congregation in Hampton, VA. I am a single man striving to be all I can be for the Lord.!



The Transatlantic Telegraph Line and the Value 
of Failure 
 

 
 

This modern era features an ease of communication that is largely taken for granted. Access to the 
outside world through means of the telephone and especially the internet makes it possible to 
communicate instantly with those on the opposite side of the globe. However, in the year 1857, if 
one desired to communicate between America and Europe, the minimal delay of the message was 
ten days. All overseas correspondence had to be done by ship. On August 16, 1858, this changed; 
the first message to be relayed across the Atlantic via telegraph took place. Having experienced 
multiple failures already, the communications line failed yet again and would not be perfected until a 
decade later. The story of the Transatlantic Telegraph Line is one of tremendous importance, for 
from it one learns the value of failure and the opportunity of greatness that accompanies it. 
 
To the modern audience, some explanation may be due as to what the telegraph actually was. The 
electrical telegraph was the culmination of the work of many men spanning from the mid 1700's to 
the late 1800's. It worked through the coding of words into a universal code consisting of opening 
and closing circuits, then the sending of that code via electrical current by a   transmitter to be 
received by the "sounder" which was then decoded by the message's recipient. The first functioning 
electrical telegraph was sent in 1844 and quite soon it was in use by the railroad. As one historian 



wrote, "The electric telegram was the first important and large-scale application of the new electrical 
force. It shrank distances across continents to almost nothing, for it took no longer to transmit a 
message across a continent than it did across a street" (Dibner, 5). 
 
It would not be long before man would endeavor to utilize this technology for communication across 
seas. A cable was laid across the English Channel between England and France in 1850 and there 
were other projects involving smaller bodies of water throughout the western world. Samuel Morse, 
developer of the Morse code, confidently stated that “a telegraphic cable might with certainty be 
established across the Atlantic Ocean.” Later, a man by the name of Cyrus West Field would begin 
the organization of such a project. Consultations then took place with Matthew F. Maury, a leading 
oceanographer of that time, and Professor Morse himself. The details were worked out concerning 
the mechanical requirements and method of commencement and thus began a project fraught with 
difficulty, thwarted attempts and yet immense importance. 
 
A description of the operation’s method alone is enough to drive home the arduousness of the task. 
The first plan involved two ships, the USS Niagara and the HMS Agamemnon, sharing the load of the 
cable (1,300 miles each) and assisting one another across the Atlantic. As they crossed the Ocean, 
the cable gradually unravelling from its many spools, the crew was required to perform a number of 
tasks involving maintenance and testing. They were constantly inspecting and repairing the cable 
and consistently transmitting messages to see if it still maintained its current and signal from the 
shore. Also bear in mind that, whereas other vessels such as ocean liners could adjust their course 
to avoid hazardous weather conditions, a ship that is effectively tethered to the coast of a continent 
with a carefully calculated course had no such luxury. Queue the difficulties of the first attempt in 
1857:  
 
• From January to March: Funding for the project is heavily resisted by U.S. Congress but passes the 
Senate by one vote. 
 
• August 6: After only 5 miles from departure, the cable was caught in the deck’s machinery, 
snapping it and sending it to the bottom of the sea to be fished out. The decision was then made to 
reduce the ship’s speed to 2 miles per hour and to gradually increase it while monitoring the cable to 
insure it wouldn’t happen again. 
 
• August 10: After laying 255 miles of cable, the Niagara loses communication with the coast. 
Several hours later the signal is restored. 
 
• August 11: The Niagara is buffeted by a large wave, snapping the cable, sending its end to the 
bottom of the ocean and losing hundreds of miles of cable.  
 
After this failed attempt, Field wrote home saying: “Do not think that I feel discouraged, or am in low 
spirits, for I am not; and I think I can see how this accident will be of great advantage to the Atlantic 
Telegraph Company…”(Dibner, 24). The directors and engineers then saw that the necessary 
improvements were made to the machinery and planned for another attempt the following year in 
1858, this time both ships met at the mid-point, spliced their cables together, each setting their 
barque towards the opposite coasts. However, this expedition was met with extraordinary difficulty 
as well: 
 
• June 13: 3 days after departing from the coast, both ships encounter storms and rough seas. This 
is especially daunting considering both ships are encumbered by the heavy loads of cable. 
 



• June 20: HMS Agamemnon nearly founders. 
 
• June 26: Less than 3 miles after having spliced the cables together and moving in their separate 
directions, the cable is once again caught in the machinery and snaps. 
 
• June 27: After the cables are once again spliced together, the signal between ships is lost. They 
return to their starting point and start over. Conversations aboard the ships are now forbidden, 
everyone asked to be silent and alert. 
 
• June 29: The cable was broken for unknown reasons, this time 20 ft. from the Agamemnon’s stern. 
Their attempt is once again aborted.  
 
Little time was lost once the vessels had returned to Queenstown, England. They quickly resupplied 
and made another attempt in mid-July. This time, after relatively minimal difficulty, the cable reaches 
both destinations and the mission is complete.  
 
However, while the nations involved were still celebrating, the cable was destroyed three weeks after 
its completion. Though in the literal sense it was excessively high voltage, it could just as well be 
said that it was one man's ego that overtaxed the cable resulting in the degeneration of its 
insulation. There was a disagreement between the two men on either side of the Atlantic as to what 
voltage should be passed through the cable. Edward Orange Wildman Whitehouse, the chief 
electrician of the Transatlantic Cable wanted to boost the speed at which messages were 
transmitted. He increased the voltage from 600V to 2000V, essentially frying the insulation. While it 
has been determined that many other factors would have resulted in the cable's speedy 
degeneration — Whitehouse may have caused it to happen much sooner.   
 
Determined to bring their vision to reality, Field and the Atlantic Telegraph Company once again 
began laying cable in 1865. This time the SS Great Eastern, the largest ship in the world at that time, 
would be used to lay the cable. Several improvements were made to their plans including the 
housing of the cable in a large iron tank to protect its insulation from the elements. On its voyage, 
beginning in July, difficulties were still encountered. Like the previous missions there were breaks, 
countless losses of signal, and another aborted attempt. In June and July of 1866 the final attempt 
was made and it was successful. Years of troubleshooting and learned-from mistakes had finally 
paid off.  
 
Though oftentimes painful and bitter, failure plays an important role in the human condition. Failure 
educates in ways that success simply cannot. It brings humility. It can bring to attention factors 
previously unknown. Failure can bring success! When the plan was laid out to cross the Atlantic with 
2,600 miles of cable, their chances for a favorable outcome looked rather bleak. It was through the 
failures of the first transatlantic cable that the success of the second could be 
achieved, 148 years ago in the month of this publication. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Information for this article gathered from The Atlantic Cable by Bern Dibner, 1959. Accessible 
for free at http://www.sil.si.edu/digitalcollections/hst/atlantic-cable/#4!
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DO#NOT#BE#BITTER#*#BE#BETTER!#
!

We!all!know!who!they!are.!Maybe!they!are!a!friend,!a!co6worker,!or!a!family!member.!Sadly!they!are!even!found!
amongst!God’s!people;!the!church.!They!walk!around!with!hatred!and!anger!in!their!hearts.!They!rarely!smile!and!their!
words!are!infused!with!venom.!Their!attitude!is!sour!and!their!demeanor!is!repulsive.!These!people!suffer!from!a!sin!the!
Bible!calls!“bitterness.”!It!can!be!found!in!all!walks!of!life!from!the!work!force!to!sports.!It!can!affect!everyone!and!is!
contagious.!Yes,!there!are!even!a!lot!of!bitter!hunters!out!there.!They!are!angry!at!the!person!who!shot!a!bigger!deer!
and!more!ducks.!They!do!not!like!the!hunters!who!have!“better!luck”.!I!have!seen!it.!Nobody!is!immune!to!bitterness.!
We!should!also!understand!that!bitterness!is!not!always!noticeable!in!a!person.!Some!people!bottle!this!bitterness!inside!
and!it!grows!until!eventually!it!will!surface.!Outwardly!one!might!seem!respectable;!outwardly!they!may!appear!
responsible;!but!inwardly!their!heart!is!filled!with!hate!and!bitterness.!If!not!treated!and!defeated,!bitterness!will!
destroy!the!soul.!
!

WHAT#IS#BITTERNESS?#
#

The!Greek!word!for!bitterness!is!only!found!in!four!New!Testament!passages!(Acts!8:23;!Rom!3:14;!Eph!4:31;!
Heb!12:15)!and!it!is!defined!in!two!ways:!1)!It!can!refer!to!plants!that!produce!inedible!or!poisonous!fruit!and!2)!It!can!
refer!to!the!emotional!state!of!a!person!who!shows!animosity,!hatred,!anger,!envy,!resentment!or!jealousy!toward!
another.!Bitterness!is!a!hostile!disposition!and!a!poisonous!frame!of!mind!that!causes!people!to!brood,!scowl,!and!
become!repulsive.!
!

THE#SERIOUSNESS#OF#BITTERNESS#
#

Is!bitterness!a!serious!matter?!Yes,!bitterness!is!a!serious!matter,!because!bitterness!is!the!result!of!sin!and!the!
guilt!of!sin;!sin!is!serious!because!it!will!separate!us!from!God!(Isa!59:162).!An!individual!with!a!guilty!conscience!often!
becomes!bitter!and!repulsive.!Paul!admonished!us!to!remove!all!bitterness!from!our!lives!(Eph!4:31).!We!are!told!when!
we!read!about!Simon!the!Sorcerer!in!Acts!8:4613!that!he!was,!“poisoned!by!bitterness.”!We!could!look!at!many!more!
examples,!but!we!are!clearly!able!to!see!that!bitterness!is!serious.!
!

DEFEATING#BITTERNESS#
#

The!godly!man!has!two!options:!either!have!your!sins!washed!away!by!the!blood!of!Jesus!the!Christ!or!allow!sin!
to!destroy!your!soul.!The!only!way!to!truly!and!wholly!defeat!bitterness!is!to!destroy!sin.!Sin!is!the!root!problem.!We!are!
commanded!to!be!joyful!in!Christ,!and!if!our!attitude!is!filled!with!hatred!toward!another!then!we!are!sinning!by!not!
being!joyful!and!by!hating!our!brother!(Phil!4:4;!1!John!4:20).!Some!seem!to!practice!a!concept!that!bitterness!is!
optional:!the!thinking!may!go!like!this,!“sure,!it!isn’t!the!best%way!to!live,!but!one!can!choose!such!an!attitude!if!one!
desires.”!This!mindset!ignores!plain!scriptures!that!teach!otherwise!and!is!an!approach!toward!life!that!is!in!and!of!itself!
sinful!(Eph!4:31;!Col!3:17).!In!order!to!defeat!bitterness!you!must!destroy!the!root!of!the!problem.!A!tree!cannot!survive!
without!a!root!system.!Neither!can!bitterness!survive!without!the!root!system!of!sin.!

!
!
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